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Abstract: In this paper, we take a look at some standard requirements set to voting, and measures
to achieve them. We argue that while the measures themselves are typically technical or
organizational, their (in)efficiency is often determined by social factors. As the requirements set
to voting are contradictory, every society will have to make trade-offs between them. Our
analysis shows that one reason why some potential vulnerabilities are perceived as acceptable
residual risks in some societies may be that, there simply is no tradition of abusing these
vulnerabilities in this particular society. We identify a number of societal parameters, categorize
them and study their effect on the (perceived) security of the respective measures.
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1. Introduction
Even though the overall goal of voting (to adequately reflect the social preferences) is easy to state,
the task of actually building a system that achieves this turns out to be tricky. Historic experience
has revealed many aspects that can go wrong with elections. In the process of learning from these
errors, a number of requirements have been developed in an attempt to capture the properties that
democratic elections should possess.
The list of such requirements is not completely universal and varies somewhat from source to
source (see e.g. (Cetinkaya, 2008; Heiberg & Willemson, 2014a; Mitrou et al., 2002; Schryen, 2004)).
But of course, there is also a significant overlap, typically including the following items.


Eligibility – only eligible voters are allowed to cast a vote.



Generality – all eligible voters have a chance to vote.



Uniformity – all the voters are equal (often every voter has exactly one vote).
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Freedom – each voter can vote according to her free will.



Correctness – election result is correctly calculated on the basis of the cast votes.



Availability, usability, and accessibility – voting methods are readily available to and usable by all
the voters, including disabled persons.

The above list is declarative, and every community/society has to decide what is the best way of
implementing them. In this process, it is often the case that these requirements imply others. For
example, in the case of paper voting, freedom is typically achieved via vote secrecy, assuming that if
a potential coercer does not learn how she voted, she can not influence the voter. The correctness
and generality requirements imply the need for verifiability, whereas eligibility checking and uniformity can be implemented via voter identification.
All of these properties, in turn, need some technical or organizational measures to be applied. To
allow for proper verification of the tally, some sort of audit trails are needed, and there must be some
auditors to check them. Ideally, every voter could act as an auditor, being able to at least verify that
her own vote has been counted correctly. On the other hand, this verification should not result in a
strong repeatedly presentable evidence (a receipt) of the vote as otherwise it could be used in coercive
scenarios (e.g. vote-selling) to violate voting freedom. We see that some requirements set to voting
are, at least, partially contradictory, so it is important to find a balanced trade-off between them.
The optimal placement of this balance largely depends on the community/society where the elections are held. Thus, the main research question we study in this paper can be stated as follows.
What are the societal parameters that determine whether a given security measure is efficient in achieving
a given target requirement of voting?
To seek possible answers to this question, we follow an exploratory approach. Our study is based
on the observations made in the course of our work on electronic voting conducted over the past
decade. There are a number of case studies from around the world that have contributed to the
current treatment, either via our direct involvement, or in the form of a literature review.
Following the three high-level properties identified above, the paper is also divided into three
main sections. We will start with the treatment of privacy and coercion resistance issues in Section 2,
addressing the voting freedom requirement. Next, in Section 3 we look at some voter identification
issues rising from the eligibility and uniformity requirements. Section 4 will be devoted to various
aspects of verifiability necessary to guarantee the integrity-related requirements of correctness and
generality. The parameters identified in the course of the analysis will be reviewed and classified as
a part of the discussion in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 will draw some conclusions and set directions
for future research.

2. Privacy and coercion resistance
Throughout human history, the role of privacy in society and in the case of voting, in particular, has
changed significantly. For example in the US, before the mid-19th century, voting was seen as a part
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of participating in public affairs, and as such, was performed publicly. Voting happened either by
saying one’s preference out loud or submitting a visually easy-to-distinguish ticket.
Of course, this allowed for different kinds of coercive practices. The candidates used to ’treat’ the
voters by going to a local pub and leaving a few dollars there for everyone to get drinks (Brent, 2006).
Offering a dollar or two personally “for the trouble of voting” was also commonplace. In some instances, political leaders even agreed across party lines to standardize bribery practices and
prices (Wasley, 2016).
As an alternative point of view, show-of-hands voting can also be seen as a strong measure to
ensure public verifiability of the tally. Because of this desirable property, public voting as a legislative mechanism has survived till our days in two Swiss cantons, Appenzell Innerrhoden and Glarus (Moeckli, 1987; Reinisch & Parkinson, 2007). Comparing this to the US case study above we can
conclude that public voting is only feasible in communities where coercive practices are rare. Thus,
the tendency for coercion is the first societal parameter we have to consider when deciding how well
public voting, as a tally integrity protection measure, works.
As a number of societies struggled with coercion, the idea of voting by a secret ballot started to
emerge. The first proposals and early try-outs go back to the 17th-18th century, but it took a long
time and many political discussions until secret voting became universally accepted. Finally, it got
sustainably implemented in mid-19th century Australia together with other related innovations (like
ballot sheets being printed not by the candidates, but the election organizer) (Brent, 2006).
Voting in the privacy of a booth, served mankind well for over a century despite occasional clever
attacks, like the Italian attack where the voter is required to vote in a pre-determined pattern (Di
Cosmo, 2007), or chain voting (Benaloh, 2007). A more recent problem is that, the voter can provide
strong proof of her vote if she wants to. Using easily accessible technology, it is possible to take a
photo or a video of oneself, together with the filled ballot sheet (so-called stemfie (Hammelburg,
2015)) inside the polling booth.
In a way, the voter becomes an attacker from the system’s point of view. Is violating one’s own
ballot secrecy legal or illegal? The answer depends on the country. Stemfies are legally banned in
e.g. Belgium1, but a judge in the Netherlands has ruled that “… although the disadvantages of ‘stemfies’ were in his eyes bigger than the advantages, the Election law does not prohibit them” (Loeber,
2014).
From here we obtain a social parameter, that needs to be taken into account when deciding
whether polling booth, as an anti-coercion measure is efficient or not. The parameter expresses the
level, to which extent deliberately proving one’s preferences are spread in the society, and how much
is this perceived as a threat. If stemfies are feared of being used as facilitators in large-scale coercion
attacks, society has no choice but to ban them. On the other hand, if this fear remains below a certain
threshold, society may choose to value personal freedom (including the freedom of openly stating
one’s preferences) more highly.

1
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An additional factor in this consideration is the recent emergence of new covert side-channel attacks against paper voting (Krips et al., 2018, 2019; Toreini et al., 2017). For the time being, these
attacks are on the level of lab experiments. However, as is the case with the security of many systems,
the privacy guarantees provided by a voting booth tend to decrease in time. In the future, there will
be a moment when communities will have to decide whether paper voting in a polling station offers
sufficient coercion mitigation or not.
In the case of remote voting, the threat of coercion naturally applies as well, but the mitigation
measures must differ in this case, as creating a physically controlled voting environment is not possible.
The first option is to do nothing about it and hope that not too much coercion occurs. This is yet
another societal assumption that, of course has to be validated in the community where remote voting is to be implemented. For example, group influence was studied on the US state of Oregon that
introduced total vote-by-mail general elections in 1996. About 30% of the interviewed voters reported that someone else (typically a family member) was present while they were filling their ballots, but only about half a percent said that they would have voted differently without this presence (Schaffer, 2014). This can be interpreted as evidence that remote voting in an uncontrolled environment does not necessarily have too much impact on voting freedom.
An even more illustrative example of a society, where the threat of in-person coercion in case of
remote voting is efficiently ignored can be seen in Switzerland. The Swiss Post voting protocol specification (Swiss Post, 2021) is heavily concerned with the verifiability aspects. Coercion as a possible
attack is, however, completely missing from the threat model.
On the other hand, there are many countries around the world where family voting happens even
in polling stations (Schaffer, 2014). Postal voting would not probably do much to alleviate this problem either.
Remote electronic voting can, in principle, offer a wider range of measures against coercion. There
are many approaches proposed in the literature; see Kulyk and Neumann (Kulyk & Neumann, 2020)
for a comprehensive overview. They divide the proposed approaches into the following broad categories.


Using fake credentials, the method pioneered by Juels, Catalano and Jakobsson in their seminal
paper (Juels et al., 2010).



Vote updating as done in the Estonian system, or in the variant of Helios proposed by Kulyk,
Teague and Volkamer (Kulyk et al., 2015).



Masking-based schemes where the voter is provided with a masking commitment which she
can use to cast the correct vote, or change to submit a coerced vote.

There are also, other schemes not falling into these categories, most notably Selene that uses
trapdoor commitments for tracking votes on the bulletin board (Ryan et al., 2016).
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A general problem with the majority of the proposed schemes is their usability (Krips & Willemson, 2019; Kulyk & Neumann, 2020; Neto et al., 2018; Zollinger, 2020). From here we can extract the
next societal parameter – readiness of the citizens to accept decreased usability in order to counter a
problem that they did not cause.
However, there is another aspect to countering coercion with the above methods. Namely, using
fake credentials, changing one’s vote after the coercer has left, opening a trapdoor commitment to a
wrong vote, etc., potentially involves lying. It would be for the greater good of voting freedom, but
it would still be lying. To which extent the voters would be ready to do it, again depends on the
overall level of civic responsibility in the society.
It is hard, to directly estimate to which extent would citizens of a particular country, be ready to
act to protect democratic values. There are several contradictory aspects influencing this readiness.
On one hand, there is the general level of perceived truthfulness of people varying from country to
country. Data from the European Social Survey run in 2012 suggests that, people from the Nordic
countries are expected to act more truthfully compared to, say, Eastern Europeans (Kwiatkowska,
2015).
On the other hand, lying to protect one’s rights (in this case, freedom of voting) presumes a high
level of civic competence. One way to estimate this is the civic competence composite indicator
(CCCI-2), see e.g. Hoskins et al. (Hoskins et al., 2015, 2011). As the name suggests, the indicator is a
weighted mix of various civic competence measures. For example, it contains a component called
“Knowledge and skills for democracy”. When this component was measured for youth in various
European democracies, Nordic countries scored higher, whereas Eastern European and Balkan
countries scored lower (Hoskins et al., 2015).

3. Voter identification
As mentioned in Section 1, a possible solution to the eligibility checking and uniformity problems is
voter identification. Being a natural, and well-established mechanism in many countries, the ability
to identify the citizens is not actually as universal as one might hope in the 21st century.
This transition was accompanied by a lot of controversies, with the proponents claiming to fight
electoral fraud, and the opponents arguing that voter impersonation is a very rare problem while
disenfranchising minority groups, who do not have valid ID-s, is a much more serious violation (Barreto et al., 2007; Sobel & Smith, 2009).
The debate over the effects of enforcing stricter ID requirements is still ongoing, with some evidence supporting both the claims that introducing such barriers hurts voter turnout (Hershey, 2009;
Wolf, 2007) and that it does not (Cantoni & Pons, 2019; Mycoff et al., 2009). One way or another, this
case is an example of a conflict between the requirements of generality and eligibility. Apparently,
in the US, the person’s right to vote is traditionally valued more than resistance against potential
voter impersonation attacks. An important reason why such a choice may be perceived as secure in
society is the historical experience assuring that impersonation has not been much of an issue.
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In the case of online communication and applications (chatrooms, social media, etc.) assuming
fake identities is a common practice (Elovici et al., 2014; Ramalingam & Chinnaiah, 2018). Even
more, it is easy to automate the creation of many fictional characters (Chu et al., 2010). Thus, in the
case of Internet voting, we can not simply hope that impersonation would not take place, and must
rely on strong mechanisms of voter identification instead.
From the viewpoint of our current research, we obtain another societal parameter, measuring
how widespread voter impersonation is. The magnitude of this parameter, determines how urgently
strong voter identification is required in the community.
If voter identification is weak and impersonation is perceived as a threat, trade-offs with other
requirements may be considered. For example, in order to counter the risk of casting the vote on
behalf of another voter, several countries have made trade-offs with vote secrecy. The UK, Singapore
and Nigeria use serial numbers printed directly on ballots, whereas others, such as Canada and Pakistan, print serial numbers on the counterfoil.2
Ballot numbering in the UK has been criticised several times by OSCE/ODIHR (United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. General election 5 May 2005. OSCE/ODIHR Assessment Mission
Report, 2005; United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. General election 6 May 2010.
OSCE/ODIHR Election Assessment Mission Report, 2010; United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland. General election 7 May 2015. OSCE/ODIHR Election Expert Team Final Report, 2015), because it
gives officials the ability to breach vote secrecy. However, the system is still perceived as secure in
the society at large “because of the high levels of public trust in the integrity of the electoral process” (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. General election 5 May 2005. OSCE/ODIHR
Assessment Mission Report, 2005).

4. Verification
One can argue that, out of the requirements listed in Section 1, correctness is the most central one.
As a result, many of the measures implemented in voting ceremonies are targeted towards ensuring
or verifying the respective properties.
There are several aspects that one may want to verify. The voter may want to check that the ballot
she sent into the (physical or virtual) ballot box adequately reflects her preference (cast-as-intended).
After the voter let the ballot go off her hands, it should stay in the ballot box in an unmodified way
(recorded-as-cast). And, last but not least, we want to be convinced that the ballots coming from all
the boxes indeed give rise to the officially declared tally (tallied-as-recorded).
The next questions to answer now are: who exactly could verify these claims, what kind of competencies do they need and what motivation do they have to engage in the verification processes?
The question of the verifier in the first case (cast-as-intended) is straightforward. Since the vote
privacy requirement demands her preference to be known only to the voter herself, it is the voter

2
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who should perform this kind of verification. However, this already assumes a certain level of competence from the members of the electorate.
There are various paper ballot designs used around the world, with many having complex structures and filling-in rules. In extreme cases, this may result in more than 10% of ballots being filled
incorrectly simply because the voters are incapable of following the rules, see e.g. Pachón et
al. (Pachón et al., 2017). The same paper also states the respective societal parameter – the degree of
political sophistication, which is connected to the level of general information the electorate has.
In the case of electronic voting, things are potentially a bit better as the machine can assist the
voter in checking whether the ballot rules are followed. On the other hand, the machine can also be
an attacker, showing the voter one ballot on the screen, while quietly recording something else behind the scenes. It is especially problematic when there is no paper audit trail, e.g. in the case of
remote electronic voting (Heiberg et al., n.d.).
There are a few methods proposed against this problem, e.g. Benaloh-style challenges to auditxor-cast the vote as implemented in the Helios system (Adida, 2008), or opening the vote cryptogram
on a different device as done in Estonia (Heiberg & Willemson, 2014b). However, all such methods
require the voter to do something extra to counter a threat she perhaps can not fully comprehend,
nor feels responsible for.
As a result, not too many voters tend to perform vote verification steps. E.g. statistics from the
Estonian elections shows that, the percentage of verified votes ranges between 3.4 and 5.3 (Solvak,
2020). On the positive side, the study by Olembo et al. shows that, educating the voters by specifically
crafted messages can increase the intent to verify (Olembo et al., 2014). Again, we see that the level
of voter awareness as a social parameter plays a crucial role in how well individual vote verification
mechanisms work.
System-side verification is a different matter. In the case of paper voting, the number of ballot
sheets may reach millions – far outside the capability of one person to recount. There are statistical
methods allowing to gain high assurance in the correctness of the count by only re-examining a
fraction of the ballots, e.g. risk-limiting audits (Lindeman & Stark, 2012).
However, whether and how such methods translate to public acceptance of the election results is
an entirely different question. It has been consistently observed that supporters of the losing parties
perceive elections as more fraudulent (see e.g. Kernell and Mullinix (Kernell & Mullinix, 2018) for
an overview). No mathematical proof is likely to change this perception. Citing Donald Trump from
the 2016 US presidential rally: “I will totally accept the results of this great and historic presidential
election – if I win.” This translates to the level of trust citizens have in the election organizer (and
perhaps in the state institutions in general), which constitutes the next social parameter influencing
the perceived security of elections.
US presidential elections of 2020 underlined the importance of this parameter yet again. As the
initial 700,000 vote lead in Pennsylvania started to shrink when absentee ballots were processed, the
sitting president Donald Trump made allegations against the impartiality of the vote-counting staff,
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accusing them of fraud3. Of course it is possible to recount the ballots independently, but the inherent need to trust the counters remains. In a strongly polarised society (which the US as of 2020 seems
to have been), counter partiality claims are hard to deal with. Even though the courts rejected the
majority of such claims in the US, the people not liking this decision still initiated civil unrest4. Thus,
paper voting is no magic bullet against the insufficient trust.
Electronic voting has the potential to shift the balance here. One does not need to spend many
person-years to add millions of digital votes, this can be done in an instant by a computer. Assuming
there is a bulletin board from where everyone can download the votes and count them independently, making claims of miscounting, hopefully, becomes harder. If nothing else, there will be
an efficient resolution mechanism in case of conflicting claims.
However, the technical details are not necessarily straightforward. In order to prove the recordedas-cast property, together with the eligibility and uniformity requirements, the bulletin board should
provide some sort of vote authenticity assurance. One way of doing this is letting the voters digitally
sign their (encrypted) votes. Such a solution brings along a new problem – the community should
have a reliable public-key infrastructure in place, with all the citizens having the means and ability
to use it. This assumption translates to a societal parameter measuring the country’s readiness for
using digital signatures, or some other form of strong authentication.
Putting all the votes on the bulletin board in an encrypted form helps to protect the vote privacy,
but publicly verifiable signatures may still bring along certain forms of coercion, as the coercer may
want to influence his subject to simply abstain from elections. If this is perceived as a threat in society
(which is yet another parameter in the view of our study), using a public bulletin board with publicly
verifiable signatures is not an option. There are possible alternatives (e.g. non-public bulletin board
or pseudonymized signatures), but they will have their own trade-offs, which we leave as a subject
for future research.
After the authenticity of the votes is verified, they need to be tallied. One can not simply decrypt
them since this would reveal how everyone voted. To counter this problem, there are two general
approaches used in electronic voting – mixing the votes before individual decryption, and homomorphic tallying, adding the votes under encryption before decrypting just the final result.
Both of these approaches make heavy use of cryptography. As the mixing, homomorphic tallying
or decryption applications can potentially lie, too, they have to be built in a way that they produce
mathematical proofs of correct operation. On one hand, these proofs can be verified by independent
observers, but on the other hand, these proofs add complexity to the cryptographic machinery.
As a result, the selection of people being able to understand and verify all the components is
limited to a few highly trained professionals. Even if there are several of them, all being independent
and agreeing that the cryptographic proofs check out, this may be insufficient to translate into public

3
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acceptance. Whether it does or not depends on yet another societal parameter – to what extent does
the community feel comfortable relying on experts.

5. Discussion
In the paper, we have identified the following societal parameters that some voting security mechanisms rely on:
1.

tendency for coercion,

2.

the level to which extent deliberately proving one’s preferences are spread in the society,

3.

readiness of the citizens to accept decreased usability in order to counter a problem that they
did not cause,

4.

how wide-spread is voter impersonation,

5.

the degree of political sophistication and general awareness of the electorate,

6.

the level of trust citizens have in the election organizer,

7.

readiness to use strong authentication means (e.g. digital signatures),

8.

the level to which forced abstention is perceived as a threat,

9.

readiness to accept expert opinions.

We do not claim that this list is exhaustive, but it allows us to identify some more general categories of parameters that need an assessment before deciding on the elections’ protection mechanisms.


Coercive behaviour (parameters 1, 2, 8): Fighting against coercion has traditionally involved
relying on some form of voter privacy, but privacy, in turn, is at least in partial conflict with
verifiability (Chevallier-Mames et al., 2010). Thus, the level of coercion (and its perception as a
threat) in the society determines how strong verification mechanisms can be implemented.



Voter identification (parameters 4, 7): Being able to reliably identify voters mitigates several
threats related to voter impersonation, double voting, etc. However, this assumes extra infrastructure from the society which may not be available for various (e.g. historic) reasons.



Voter awareness (parameters 3, 5): In order to achieve all the desired goals of the elections, its
rules may be rather complex. This complexity may manifest itself for the voter in the structure
of the ballot, the need to take extra actions to ensure vote integrity, etc. Readiness to accept this
complexity (and perhaps some decrease in usability) determines how elaborate properties of
the voting system can be targeted in the given community.



Trust issues (parameters 6, 9): General elections are a huge undertaking and no single person
can manage it alone. This brings along an inherent need to rely on someone else to provide
eligibility verification, (re)count the votes, check cryptographic proofs, etc. At the end of the
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day, the level of assurance the society gets in the fairness of elections depends on, to which
extent are its members ready to trust authorities and experts in the field. If this trust is not there,
getting election results accepted in society is impossible.
The above categories are not independent. For example, the interplay between the voter’s awareness concerning the system details, and the level of trust she is willing to place into the system, is a
complicated one. de Visser et al. argue that the trust level should be balanced (calibrated) between
over- and under trust, and provide empirical evidence that it is possible to achieve this balance by
an appropriate informational strategy (Visser et al., n.d.). Sacha et al. (Sacha et al., 2016) show how
the awareness classification by Skeels et al. (Skeels et al., 2010) in terms of uncertainty, can be used
to understand the mechanisms behind the formation of this balance. In particular, Skeels et al. identify Unidentified Unknowns as the most critical kind of misinformation, resulting in misalignment
between the system’s actual features and their human perception.
The relationship between voter awareness and trust in the case of (electronic) voting, has not been
studied deeply to the best of our knowledge. However, we expect this to be a fascinating research
avenue. As the requirements set to voting have many potential conflicts (Wilson, 2019), raising
awareness in the voting system unavoidably raises awareness in such conflicts as well. How this
impacts the users’ trust in voting mechanisms remains the subject for future studies.

6. Conclusions and further work
Organizing vote collection and later tallying the results are just a few technical aspects of elections.
The real challenge is, to convince the public (and especially the losing parties!) in the correctness of
the results. This includes, proving that there were no attacks significant enough to change the final
distribution of the elected seats. As the number and variation of the potential attacks is extensive,
this is no easy task.
An additional layer of difficulty is introduced by inherently conflicting requirements that elections have (mostly vote privacy vs. verifiability, but sometimes also vote privacy vs. impersonation
resistance, or eligibility vs. generality). Hence, for every voting system, there exists a security definition under which this system is not secure.
This in turn, means that the community or society where elections are run must make some tradeoffs between these requirements. The properties that the selected voting system does not fully
achieve are essentially residual risks that the community has to accept.
However, the nature of risks to accept may differ significantly between communities. There are
a number of historical and societal factors that influence this decision. In this paper, we have identified a number of such factors and provided their initial classification. A general tendency that
emerges from our analysis is that communities are more willing to accept risks associated with attacks that are rare in their environment.
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There may be many reasons behind this rarity, but often they simply come down to tradition.
Stating it otherwise – there may be known and even openly talked about vulnerabilities in the system, but if there are not too many attacks against them, the society is still willing to accept the overall
system as secure.
Conversely, if society is not ready to compromise on any of the requirements, setting up a voting
system that would produce a universally accepted result becomes impossible. Clearly stating and
communicating the assumptions and trade-offs made between the requirements is an important step
towards greater transparency of elections, as a societal representation mechanism. The question of
how to do this, without causing misunderstanding in society, is still open and requires future treatment.
Also, the list of parameters identified in the current paper is not exhaustive, and we plan to extend
it in the course of future research. At this stage, it is unclear even, how to determine the completeness
of this process. Connected to this objective is, obtaining quantitative estimations for the identified
parameters. One way or another, expert validation will need to be conducted, to both complete the
parameter list and evaluate the corresponding values.
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